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Tidal Remnant, aluminium, plant fibre, rope, wire, 120 x 90 x 90 cm, $7500

Alison Coates is a poet of the subterranean. Her place in the
Australian landscape is not bluntly sunlit or focused on the
exposed horizon. Instead, her eye travels to the realms below:
to the backwaters and mudflats, the thorny crowns of the
mangroves and the nocturnal seepage of creeks and river-beds,
inside the lace of secret root networks and the veins of life
beneath the sand; these are her dark and favoured materials:
“I am drawn to the quiet life-giving energy of the estuary. A
still, protective nursery of the rivers and seas, harbouring life
beyond the battering forces of current, tide and wind. The
estuary is mysterious. Banded layers of nutrient rich sediment
shift with the ever-ephemeral tidal forces. Whimsical forms,
spawned from marshy wetlands, are suspended, caught in the
watery filament's eddies. This is the floating world where
ancient, decaying growth meets fragile life in a gentle current
of renewal.”

Cystophora II, copper wire, stainless steel and perspex, 40 x 20 x 20 cm, $1650

Her private and slowly wrought sculptures mimic aspects of the
natural and man-made world and have, over time, become a deft
hybrid of both. In a subtle fashioning of cloth to malleable metal,
the artist binds hessian, canvas and leather to wires that bend like
branches and arteries. Upon first glance, her sources are not
obvious. Wires resemble stems, glass beads glitter like tiny eggs and
the line between detritus and raw invention is fused. Yet it does pay
to look closely, for Coates coaxes possibility from even the most
pedestrian industrial scraps:
“One of my key materials is white plastic covered electrical wire.
When it becomes old and stiff it reminds me of bone. This quality
also evoked calcification and barnacle patterns with it’s
honeycombing. It also mirrored mycelium networks which run under
the earth and literally hold the balance of everything in nature.”
The sculptures of “Estuary” are fluent in natural forms, yet their
patterns are not literal or decorative for their own sake. Instead,
they hinge upon integral forces, the mutable yet vital links the forge
all networks of life.
Cystophora I, copper wire, stainless steel and perspex, 40 x 20 x 20 cm, $1650

In a functional ecology, every element and species interlocks in a state of cohesive
interdependence. Each part is key to the whole. This concept is made tacit in a spiral, a
stem or a web. But it can also be expressed in a completely abstract work of art that
transcends being a static object to become a living thing. Yielding mute materials into
sentience is key to the work of Alison Coates. Her arcs and scratchy spirals cast shadows,
dance and interlock. They are finely drawn yet few are based directly on sketches:
“I do keep casual doodles and thoughts” Coates concedes “but most of the time they
grow themselves (from a material I’ve fallen for).”
The term organic is over-used but is accurate here. These sculptures are organisms. Each
‘shape’ takes on an enveloping quality, almost like one species consuming another, or a
crab taking on a shell as its carapace. Like cells or clustered pods, the process of
expansion in each form seems to operate on an internal intelligence, a logic locked in by
decades of hard graft and physical experimentation. Hers is a very tactile way of seeing.
And in contrast to her quiet ways, the works chatter endlessly. Settling on ephemera and
unseen structures with a relentless curiosity, her best descriptions of the landscape
come in shards:
“broken lines, frayed nets, thin tracings in the sand, knotted lines, the scaffolding of a
boat, the finding of things that are caught…”

Cystophora IV, copper wire, stainless steel and perspex, 40 x 20 x 20 cm, $1650

‘Estuary’ is a meditative collection of works . The fruit of focus and concentration is
un-contrived invention: weightless and buoyant, playful and generous. But it is
important to see that it is also the sum of dedicated years. To sculpt in wire, bone
and quill, the artist’s hands run ragged and sometimes, many times, her ideas run far
in advance of the complex material process of completing each object. Tempering
the patience needed for intricacy, there are often four works in train at once in the
studio. It seems a sound answer to work that is so time hungry and unpredicted. As
each piece takes shape, there are always a chain of gateways to alternative lines,
paths and networks. Coates concedes to moments of indecision, torn between
‘finishing’ a structure with circles that intersect or letting it all hang, literally
suspended, in a form that is both coalescing and unravelling at the same time.
It is, I think, exactly the ragged open ends and not the sealed geometry that lend
such tenderness to this series. Sheltered in a vitrine or vulnerably suspended to
view, the sculptures bring to the light what is unappreciated in the undergrowth. The
humble clusters of roots, the nameless networks of molluscs and insects and the
sightless burrowed animals. None have claimed their place in representations of the
sublime and few emerge into what is called “landscape”. But here, perhaps just in
skeleton or suggestion, they return. Rinsed clear of the silt they reveal their anatomy
and grace. Intricate and fantastic - Anna Johnson, 2021
Cystophora III, copper wire, stainless steel and perspex, 40 x 20 x 20 cm, $1650

Cystophora V, copper wire, stainless steel, and perspex, 40 x 20 x 20 cm, $1650

Continuum II, leather, canvas, rope, wire, aluminium, plant fibre, 110 x 140 x 20 cm, $4200

Sea Drifters (I – XI), galvanised wire, copper ribbon and brass shavings, dimensions variable, large $650, medium $450, small $250

The estuary is a mysterious place. Banded layers of nutrient rich sediment shift with
ephemeral tidal forces. Whimsical forms, spawned from the marshy wetlands, are
suspended, caught in the watery filament's eddies. A floating world where ancient,
decaying growth meets fragile life in a gentle current of renewal.

Alison Coates, 2021

Fluvial Drift I, Sissis vine, polymer paint, rope, sand, plant fibre, 160 x 150 x 59 cm, $4200

Sea Drifters (I – XI), galvanised wire, copper ribbon and brass shavings, dimensions variable, large $650, medium $450, small $250

Cirripedia, electrical wire, vine, canvas, string and polymer paint, 177 x 200 x 82 cm, $4200

Polyp (I - VII), galvanised wire and copper ribbon, dimensions variable, $400 each

Intertidal, Sissis vine, polymer paint, leather, wire and string, 126 x 130 x 30 cm, $4200

Scyphozoa (I – VI), galvanised wire, copper ribbon and brass shavings, dimensions variable, $750 each

Sea Flowers, macrame cotton, varnish, cotton wire and perspex, 8.5 x 100 x 28.5 cm, $3800

Fluvial Drift II, Sissis vine, paint, rope and plant fibre, 210 x 80 x 30 cm, $4200

Continuum I, aluminium, leather, cotton string, recycled paper and plant fibre, 180 x 200 x 20 cm, $5950

Untitled, metal vatrine, galvanised wire, copper and liquid glass, 169 x 60 x 40 cm, $7500

Tidal Tracings (I-VI) steel wire, copper, perspex and wood, 90 x 46 x 10 cm, $3200 each
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